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US households today are headed by 
someone under the age of 35. 
 

million 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
40% of Millennials are parents*, and roughly 1/3 of all US families w kids under 18 headed by under 35s.What’s more, there’s a huge wave of young adults who are going to become parents in the relatively near future. Engaging these young parents now can help brands establish relationships with consumers for years to come. * Kjersti, where is this stat from? I jotted it down from our conversation, but couldn’t recall the source. Was it Ad Age? 
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snapshot:: emerging families 

Value family 
experiences and 
togetherness 
over material goods 

values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we know about this audience and how they behave?Spending time together as a family is a priority.• These parents value family experiences that involve learning, travel and trying new things over material purchases. • They’re desperate to spend more quality time interacting with their kids, and likewise, their kids want more time with their parents. (Stottman)• The activities they select won’t always be kid-centric; this group is less likely to remake their lives to focus on their children and will instead incorporate them into the lives they already have. • Younger Parents are avid participants in the digital world but still long for physical experiences with their family. They gravitate towards retailers that are genuine and show they care about their families. (Stottman)And they’re spending more than previous generations when they do.• This segment has an estimated 2.4 trillion spending power (Stottman).• Parents under 35 are twice as likely as older parents to spend more this year than last on family entertainment. (Pew)• MM parents have spending habits that contrast with all those parents surveyed; 12 percentage points more likely than average to spend more (Pew)• Young fathers are especially strong spenders; 21% say they spend more than $300/monthly on family entertainment.; only 11% of fathers over the age of 35 report spending as much. (Pew)
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this demographic seeks out brands and 
services that: 

Show their human qualities Engage in  
meaningful dialogue 

Communicate their 
 purpose 

Connect through  
relevant channels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The propensity of this segment to spend more readily on entertainment and family recreation is good news for brands. However, companies hoping to connect with these consumers need to understand the particular way in which this group relates to the brands they bring into their lives.  For parents of this age range, brands have become more than just purveyors of products and services; they’ve become something personal, a way for an individual to articulate and advertise their values, beliefs, personality, and social identity. While the actual utility or entertainment value a brand provides is still a critical factor, a brand’s bells and whistles are now considered table stakes. It’s the brands that stand for something, brands that embrace their purpose, that are most successful at initiating and sustaining long-lasting relationships with consumers of this segment. Success in this new paradigm means that brands need to act less as corporations and more as citizens. It requires brands to identify and embrace the qualities and quirks that will humanize it, to invite and engage in genuine dialogues with its customers, and to clearly articulate and promote its brand purpose and sense of social responsibility. 
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MM parents… 

Who they are…  
making human 

connections 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brands need to demonstrate to consumers that they share a set of values. As brand identification becomes as much of a personal descriptor as religion and ethnicity, brands need to cultivate a sense of partnership and trustConsumers in this age range and life stage look for the same qualities in brands as they do in their friends: empathy, humility, flexibility, maturity, honesty, humor, authenticity, character. This also means that brands are allowed a little bit of margin for error: consumers don’t expect brands to be flawless, and the ones that pretend to be immediately come across as untrustworthy. Transparency, then, is critical.
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inviting 
conversation 
and talking 

back 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Young parents expect brands to engage in honest, unmediated dialogue, and expect that their engagement with brands– both online and offline- be reciprocated in those same spaces. Consumers in this segment also consider brands to be resources, and look to brands to offer them ways to improve their lives-- 75% want brands to provide opportunities for more life experiences. This support needs to be more than just utilitarian; consumers are also looking to make emotional connections with brands. While online media is an absolutely critical touch point with this audience, an estimated 85% of brand conversations take place offline.* Brands need to be cognizant about where and how to engage with consumers, seeking out more unconventional real world opportunities, and making online interactions count for even more. * MMs average 116 brand conversations per week (compared with 80 conversations gen. pop)- this means that  only 15% (about 16) of those happen online.
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taking a stand,  
taking action 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brands are also key means through which consumers are beginning to express and realize their social values and sense of responsibility to something larger than themselves. More than older generations, these young parents scrutinize the ways that a company treat the resources it uses, be it the environment, its employees or the local population in the places a brand runs its production. 85% of consumers expect companies to be actively involved in promoting individual and collective wellbeing, and 53% are willing to pay a premium for a responsible company. When all other factors are equal, 53% of consumers report that social purpose is the most important factor when making purchase decisions. Companies that take a stand are the companies that stand out, and brands with a purpose beyond profit are the ones that will grow a loyal consumer following. For further discussion: The degree to which a brand lives out its purpose to add value to the world can range along a spectrum– on one end, there’s the more extreme altruism built into the business models of companies like TOMS and Warby Parker. On the other, there are initiatives like Yoplait’s Lids to Save Lives and General Mills’ Box Tops for Education. While these programs give back to local communities or charities in meaningful ways, their model is less inspiring and innovative. In the middle, there are brands like Chipotle that build their purpose– food with integrity-- into the product they sell, rather than donating to a third party. Millennial consumers are less impressed with the Yoplait/General Mills initiatives, which seem more perfunctory than genuine. (Edelman, AllBusiness.com)
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high 
tech 

no  
tech 

going 
green 

saving 
green 

making 
partner 

being a 
partner 

busy 
bodies 

healthy 
bodies 

team 
effort 

emerging 
families 

on my 
own 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We believe there are key tensions that influence the behaviors, values and purchase decisions of young parents. Can be said for any age group, but especially exacerbated for this one…These tensions highlight opportunities where brands can add value to the lives of Millennial parents and their kids. (Kjersti- I can add more notes here if you want the talking points written out, but it seems like you know how to explian this well. Let me know what you prefer)



making 
partner 

being a 
partner 

© COLLE+MCVOY 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• For years, the myth of “having it all” both at home and in the office has been a top of mind topic among working moms. But now, dads are joining that conversation. These young dads have been more vocal than generations past about their own difficulty balancing a stressful, competitive work environment with wanting to be an equal partner at home. For this new crop of fathers, ambition extends beyond the workplace- they want to excel in the domestic sphere as well. They expected (and want) to be true partners, taking on their fair share of responsibilities in the home with childcare, cleaning and food preparation. • 54% of 18-24 year old men and say they share cleaning responsibilities with other members of the household, compared with 42% on average
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“Young fathers today feel that being a father is not about 
being a hands-off economic provider. Its about paying 
attention, nurturing, listening, mentoring, coaching and 
most of all, being present.” 
 - Boston College Center for Work and Family 

47% 
of fathers today say they’re 
doing a better job than their 
own fathers did. 75% 

of kids ages 6-12 who 
participate in outdoor sports 
are simply copying their 
parents. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This means that fathers are also much more involved in planning and executing activities with their kids. According to the US census, one in three fathers serve as their child’s primary caregiver. These parents prioritize spending meaningful, quality time with their kids, and many see the outdoors as a great place for making memories and instilling values. • 47% of fathers today say they’re doing a better job than their own fathers did (Boston College Survey)• A 2010 Outdoor Foundation survey found that 75% of kids aged 6-12 who participate in outdoor sports are simply copying their parents
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OPPORTUNITY  

The roles and responsibilities of 
dads are changing. Recognize and 
applaud this shift by providing 
inspirational and educational 
content to help him get his family 
outside.   



what’s RBFF doing to leverage this trend? 

+ Family-oriented advertising 
 
+ Supplying turnkey planning to make 
it easier for dads and kids to get on 
the water together 
 
+ Using media buys skewed toward 
dads/males as participation catalysts 
 

© COLLE+MCVOY 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Family-oriented advertising: Disney TV, print work, digital solutions
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snapshot:: getting dads and kids outside 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the fathers in this demographic, being an equal parent is highly important. There’s often a misalignment between media stereotypes of dads and dads today. Dads don’t want to appear foolish or incompetent, and ads that have suggested dads are less able to take care of their kids than moms have been lambasted recently (Go-Gurt and Huggies are examples of brands who took a lot of flak for positioning dads as the butt of domestic jokes). Tide:• Ad portrays an ordinary dad, perfectly capable of taking care of his kid and chores on his own. Tide ignores traditional gender stereotypes here- the daughter in a princess dress is also a messy tomboy, and her dad eagerly joins her for a tea party. For audiences, it’s refreshing to see an ad that more closely mirrors their reality than a spot featured a dumbed-down, incompetent parent. MLB + Dove Men’s Care: • Dove Men and Major League Baseball recently teamed up on a video series called “Big League Dads”, where players talk about the most important thing in their lives- fatherhood. Dads were encouraged to use baseball games as a way to go out and make memories with their kids, and had the opportunity to win game tickets by sharing photos of their experiences on Instragram using the #BigLeagueDads hashtag. • "These men are recognized for their skills as pitchers, outfielders, and hitters, but what fans may not realize is that these all-stars consider being a dad their most important 'position,'" Rob Candelino, GM/vp-marketing for Dove parent company Unilever. "Dove Men+Care celebrates men who care for what matters, and we know dads watching baseball this season will appreciate seeing their favorite players prioritize fatherhood.”Volkswagen:A recent commercial for the Volkswagen Jetta traces the journey of a young boy as he grow into a young man and becomes a father. He goes from asking if the car is “fast” to asking whether it’s “safe”. The brand showcases a father who prioritizes his children and is more concerned about making the right choices for his family than he is about getting an exciting new car for himself. (Kjersti, couldn’t find anything from this actual ad- just the article you’d copied and pasted the text from in your notes- hopefully this is enough info?)



going 
green 

saving 
green 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For many of these young parents, teaching their children to lead an earth-friendly lifestyle is a priority. This goes beyond simply recycling; it means they’re more conscious than previous generations about the types of products and foods they bring into their home, and that they may be more likely seek out activities that will help instill an appreciation of nature and its finite resources in their kids. Oftentimes, however, the foods, products and services that are easy on the earth aren’t always easy on the wallet. This demographic struggles with balancing costs savings and values-based shopping habits.
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42% 
of parents under the age of 35 say they’re 
influenced by the environmental impact of 
products for their children 

44% of parents under the age of 35 report that 
the costs of such products are prohibitive 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This push and pull is impacting nearly half of the parents in this demographic; while the wellfare of environment and of their children is on their mind when selecting brands and making purchases, it can’t always be the deciding factor. 
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OPPORTUNITY   
Parents are looking for affordable ways 
to spend quality time with their kids. It’s a 
bonus if they can leverage those 
moments to pass along values and teach 
their kids to be responsible citizens of 
the earth. 



What’s RBFF doing to leverage this trend? 

+ PSA messaging around 
conservation 
 
+ SEM terms focused around 
conservation 
 
+ Identifying opportunities around 
the efficacy of an affordability 
message  

© COLLE+MCVOY 2014 
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snapshot:: going green + saving green 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brands and services are becoming increasingly savvy about the fact that a lot of consumers genuinely care about doing their part to preserve the planet, but they don’t always want to do so at a monetary cost to themselves. Companies able to present their products or services as things that not only save the planet, but save consumers money have a message that’s sure to resonate with this sector. Travel:Post recession, adventure tourism and ecotourism have seen major booms. This new appetite for outdoors excitement has led to an uptick in national park tourism as well. In 2010, 286 million people visited national parks, an increase of 10 million from the previous year. These public parks occupy an ideal sweet spot between exciting, family-friendly vacations and affordable leisure.Transportation:For people looking to cut back on filling up their tank- whether out of concern for the earth or desire to cut back on spending, community bike sharing has become a popular option. This highly accessible, low-cost form of entertainment and transportation provides a great option for parents looking to take their kids on an outdoors, urban adventure. In many cities, boat sharing has also become a viable alternative to boat ownership, and a way for families who might not otherwise have access to a boat the opportunity to get out on the water and enjoy themselves. In the home:For young parents looking to save money and waste less energy, there are a host of new products on the market to help them cut cooling and heating costs and minimize unnecessary energy use. Nest, a computerized thermostat that “learns” the habits of a family to heat and cool a home more efficiently, advertises that it can help to lower energy bills by 20%. 



high tech no 
tech 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• We all struggle with maintaining a balance between being plugged in and disconnecting. This need to unplug is even more pronounced in Millennial parents, who aren’t just worrying about their own tech use- their worrying about how much screen time their kids are getting as well. Parents in this demographic believe it’s critical to establish these “unplugged” behaviors early on in their children, and to ensure that their own technology time doesn’t eat into family bonding. “No screen time” is becoming just as much of a rule as bedtime and homework time• 66% of parents aged 25-34 say they limit the amount of time their kids spend online- a percentage higher than in any other demographic of parents. • Technology is a double edged sword for this group, allowing them to do a lot of things their own parents couldn’t do, like work remotely and spend more time at home with their kids. The technology quick fix, however, sometimes bleeds over into parenting habits as well. This group often uses digital devices to make parenting easier- handing over a smartphone or tablet to keep their children distracted in the car or while they’re trying to get stuff done around the house (cbsnews.com)• A recent survey by Common Sense Media reported that 42% of parents say they sometimes use media to keep their children occupied; 13% do so regularly. The findings also showed that 38% of children under the age of two have used a smartphone, tablet or iPod Touch (Common Sense Media).
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34% 
of 25–34 year olds feel 
overwhelmed by 
technology to the point 
they feel the need to 
escape 

38% of children ages  
10–18 do as well  

Nearly 1/3 of young parents believe that their family’s electronics 
usage inhibits face-to-face communication. 

66% of parents aged 25–34 say they limit the amount of time 
their kids spend online– a higher percentage than any other 
demographic.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• As technology advances, parents find themselves having to rewrite the rules at lightning speed. Experts are especially concerned about how the prevalence of  electronic devices may affect younger children. (CBSnews.com)• Expert Catherine Adair Smith reminds parents that overexposure to technology literally changes the way a child’s brain works. “When you hand your child an app like Angry Birds, you’re giving them a stimulant,” she says. “This is a completely different way of teaching a child to deal with frustration, boredom, being tired or cranky -- so you’re creating different neurological pathways in your child’s brain and mind.” (CBS News)• Nearly 1/3 of young parents believe that their family spends so much time using electronic devices that they don’t communicate face-to-face anymore. This isn’t just something that’s bothering parents- while 34% of 25-34 year olds feel overwhelmed by technology to the point the feel the need to escape, 38% of 10-18 year olds do as well. 
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OPPORTUNITY   
Help parents and kids understand how 
they can use your brand to unplug and 
recharge. Digital can still be the channel 
of delivery, but online content should help 
to fuel and inspire offline, analog activities.  



What’s RBFF doing to leverage this trend? 

+ Campaign illustrates how to use 
technology to get away from 
technology with digital tools that can 
help users plan trips. 
 
+ Advocates using technology as a 
way to supplement, but not define, 
an on the water experience. 

© COLLE+MCVOY 2014 
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snapshot:: high tech + no tech 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• The websites for Yosemite National Park and Nature Valley granola bars are excellent examples of how digital properties can be used to engage visitors and inspire them to get outside and enjoy nature.• Lush imagery and interactive trip planning tools help bring Yosemite to life on screen. By giving users a taste of the park and showing them a variety of recreational opportunities in novel ways, the site takes full advantage of technology to teach and inspire potential visitors to take in an analog vacation and experience nature firsthand. • Nature Valley takes this to the next level. The granola bar brand has a long standing commitment to park preservation, and wanted to bring that commitment to life. Their Trail View project offers site visitors the first-ever glimpse into Americans National Parks that utilizes street view technology. To pull it off, teams climbed, hiked and captured over 400 miles of 360 degree views on trails across the country. By allowing users to immerse themselves in our nation’s treasures in a way that they’d never been able to do before, nature valley hoped to inspire users to join them in recreating in and preserving one of our country’s most amazing resources. (Nature Valley Trail View.com)• Software developers are recognizing the battle between parents and kids when it comes to the computer, and are helping parents make it a little easier to get their kids to unplug. The website kidoff.com offers free software to boot your kid off the computer and say enough is enough. Many parents are familiar with the routine of telling your kid they have one more minute of screentime, and before you know it, hours have gone by. You start yelling. Your kid starts yelling. Everyone is in a bad mood. The kidoff software lets your kids go ahead with their game, but from time to time, you can "talk" to your child's computer from another computer in the house. The kids don't even know. You can see how long they've been using the computer and send warnings to their screen. And, when their time is up, it evens sends out an audible alarm. You can make the computer shut down.



busy 
bodies 

healthy 
bodies 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Childhood obesity rates are finally on the decline for children born to these millennial parents. This shift is being brought about through these young parents’ commitment to healthy eating and to maingtaining and active lifestyle.Though these parents are adamant about providing fresh food choices and enrolling their kids in a host of athletic activities, the busy lifestyles these families lead means fitting everything in can be a challenge. This group places an extremely high value on convenience in shopping and food preparation. They also seek out ways to keep their kids active that are relatively hassle free and don’t monopolize the parents already packed schedules. 
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70% 61
% 

57% 

Parents under 35… 

Believe it’s important 
to keep their kids 

active 

Limit their kids’ junk 
food or sugar intake 

Take preventative 
measures against 
childhood obesity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Millennial parents are more likely than GenX parents to say it’s very important to:	• Keep their kids active (70% v 61%) 	• Limit kids junk food or sugar intake (60% vs 51%) 	• Take preventative measure to ensure their kids don’t become overweight (57%-46%). Schools are starting to help out as well, by serving more fruits, veggies and whole grains at lunchtime while limiting sodium and calories. But this shift isn’t just about diet- it’s also about making sure kids adopt healthy habits early on when it comes to staying active and fit. 
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OPPORTUNITY   
Young parents are more committed than 
ever to ensuring their kids lead an active 
and healthy lifestyle, but they’re looking to 
brands to provide them with shortcuts, 
timesavers and tips to help them make 
this a reality.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



What’s RBFF doing to leverage this trend? 

+ Creating work that encourages 
people to get out of the house and 
spend time outside with their 
children. 
 
+ Providing local, digital solutions 
for recreation through the Places to 
Boat/ Fish Map/ Boat Ramp app.  

© COLLE+MCVOY 2014 
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snapshot:: busy bodies + healthy bodies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Jawbone: Jawbone is a great example of a company encourages users to find small ways to make their busy lifestyes a little bit more active. The UP bracelet helps turn good intentions into positive action by giving you a complete picture of yourself based on your sleep, movement, eating and mood. It delivers useful and engaging information through a smartphone application that generates personalized insights to help you make meaning of the data and achieve your goals. Jawbone has partnered with Alliance to inspire healthy habits at an early age. For each orange band sold, Jawbone donates $20 to the organization, which is responsible for getting 2.5M teens and tweens across the country to commit to healthy changes, 18,000 schools committed to creating healthier environments, and 56,000 doctors across the country providing preventative services. • Crossfit kids is a great example of a service at the intersection of parental convenience and keeping kids active. The program allows young kids to work out and develop lifelong fitness habits at a young age at the same time as their parents are exercising. • The Great American Backyard Campout, an annual, nationwide event helps parents take advantage of opportunities to get outside that are literally right outside their door. The program was founded in response to the changing nature of childhood- and the lack of nature within it. The American childhood has moved indoors during the last two decades, taking a mental and physical toll on today’s kids. The program encourages parents to take advantage of simple ways to reverse this trend, reminding them of the benefits of spending more time outdoors and the lifelong memories and habits they will help to create.  The National Wildlife Foundation takes a similar approach, encouraging parents to pledge and join the “Be Out There” campaign and to provide their child with one hour of “out there” time each day. The efficacy of these programs lies in the fact that they provide easy, accessible ways to get kids outdoors and active.National wildlife fed be out there campaign:The nature of childhood has changed. There's not much nature in it.American childhood has moved indoors during the last two decades, taking a mental and physical toll on today’s kids. The negative impact of decreased time outdoors includes a doubling of the childhood obesity rate--accompanied by an incremental hundred billion dollar cost to our health care system--as well as declining creativity, concentration and social skills. Some say it takes a village to raise a child. At NWF, we say it takes a backyard, a playground, a park. Studies show outdoor time helps children grow lean and strong, enhances imaginations and attention spans, decreases aggression, and boosts classroom performance. In addition, children who spend time in nature regularly are shown to become better stewards of the environment. (http://www.nwf.org/Be-Out-There/Why-Be-Out-There.aspx)



flying solo team 
effort 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• For millennial parents, the definition of family is flexible and broad. Families are more multicultural than ever, and the “mom dad and kid” model isn’t the only norm– more than ever, we’re seeing single parents, same sex couples and “framilies”. Millennials are marrying later and less frequently. • However, Millennial parents are often more traditional than they appear on the surface. They value traditions like family dinners, and rely heavily on multigenerational support systems for guidance and for help with everyday chores and activities. These Boomer grandparents are taking an active role in helping to parent and care for their grandkids.• When talking to this audience, it’s important for brands to remember the plurality of configurations these young families may assume: whether multigenerational, single, same-sex, blended or some other variation on what was once considered the norn, families want to see their own reality reflected and validated. 
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3 in 4 
Young parents live within a 
30 mile radius of their own 
parents. 

85% of moms and 79% of 
dads aged 18-34 say they rely on their 
parents as a source of information about 
parenting. 

22% 
Of US grandparents  
who took vacation in 2010 
travelled with their 
grandchildren. 

47x 
More wealth in households owned by 
those aged 65+ than in those headed 
by parents 35 and younger. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Boomer grandparents are major influencers for Millennial parents: • 85% of Millennials moms and 79% of Millennial dads rely on their parents as a source of information about parenting. • Three out of four Millennial parents live within a 30-mile radius of their own parents. (Mintel)• In 2010, 32% of US Grandparents who took any vacation travelled with their grandkids, compared to just 22% in 2007 (Mintel via US Travel Association)• Oftentimes, grandparents are in a better position to help financially than young parents may be themselves. US households owned by those 65+ have 47x more wealth than those headed by 35 unders (Mintel)• A 2011 study by Euro RSCG found that the majority of boomer grandparents see their grandkids at least once each week. 
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OPPORTUNITY 

Recognize and embrace the role 
that grandparents play by creating 
opportunities and providing tools for 
them to foster relationships across 
generations.  



What’s RBFF doing to leverage this trend? 

+ Using creative visuals to show 
multiple generations enjoying the 
outdoors together. 
 
+ Seeking out ways to portray an 
even broader, more diverse 
spectrum of families participating 
in fishing. 
 

© COLLE+MCVOY 2014 
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snapshot:: involving the grandparents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Travel brands are eagerly jumping on the grandparents/grandkid bandwagon and capitalizing on the existing behavior of the generations recreating and vacationing together. Elderhostel provides trip opportunities specially tailored to grandparents/grandchilden. Similarly, the Sierra Club offers a program tailored to grandparents and their grandchildren aged 6-13. In addition to standard activities like hiking and swimming, the generations are required to take on easy daily chores such as food prep, setting tables and the like, offering opportunities to bond, connect and impart values. • The travel industry is also filled with opportunities tailored to “non-traditional” famillies. R family vacations offers a number of cruises and trip for GLBT familie.• Skype’s “Grandparents Gone Wired” is a good example of large company recognizing the important roles grandparents are increasingly playing in their grandkids lives. The campaign positions skype as a product that can help enhance and facilitate that relationship. • In the UK, Grandparents are being called upon to teach children how to skims stones and climb trees as part of a new National Trust campaign to get "housebound" youngsters outside.
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Changing social norms aren’t the only 
thing impacting young families. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Let’s not forget to look at the bigger 
picture… 
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Demographic shifts means that this 
group is more diverse than any 
generation ever before. 
 
That brings a unique set of 
opportunities and considerations.  
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Thank you. 
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